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A 50 year old problem: 
The puzzle of quenched of beta decays

Quenching	obtained	from	charge-exchange	
(p,n)	experiments.	(Gaarde1983).

§ Renormalizations	of	the	
Gamow-Teller	operator?	

§ Missing	correlations	in	nuclear	
wave	functions?

§ Model-space	truncations?	
§ Two-body	currents	(2BCs)?

G.	Martinez-Pinedo et	al,	PRC	53,	R2602	(1996)

This work: Focus on strong Gamow-
Teller transitions from light to heavy 
nuclei using state-of-the-art many-
body methods with interactions and 
currents from Chiral EFT

pf-shell





Isotopes studied in this work

Arnau Rios,	Nature	News	&	Views	(2019)
DOI:	10.1038/s41567-019-0483-y



What precision/accuracy can we aim for 
in ab-initio calculations of nuclei? 

Ab-initio	Method:	Solve	A-nucleon	problem	with	controlled	
approximations	and	systematically	improvable:	

Coupled	clusters,	Green’s	function	Monte	Carlo,	In-Medium	SRG,	
Lattice	EFT,	MCSM,	No-Core	Shell	Model,	Self-Consistent	Green’s	
Function,	UMOA,	…

BEs	computed	to	within	5%	of	
experiment	starting	from	NN	+	
3NFs



What precision/accuracy can we aim for 
in ab-initio calculations of nuclei? 

Ab-initio	Method:	Solve	A-nucleon	problem	with	controlled	
approximations	and	systematically	improvable:	

Coupled	clusters,	Green’s	function	Monte	Carlo,	In-Medium	SRG,	
Lattice	EFT,	MCSM,	No-Core	Shell	Model,	Self-Consistent	Green’s	
Function,	UMOA,	…

𝜎"#$%& =
	𝜎)#*+&/-." + 	𝜎*%$% +	𝜎01)+234%&	 + 	𝜎)+$5#*

Total	error	budget:



Correlation energy in wavefunction
based methods

𝐸 = 𝐸7 +	∆𝐸
Total	energy

Mean-Field	
Energy
• Easy	to	calculate
• Provides	a	starting	

point	for	many-
body	methods	

Correlation	energy
• Hard	to	calculate	(CC,	

IM-SRG,	NCSM,	SCGM)
• Non-observable
• Depends	on	the	

employed	Hamiltonian	
and	resolution	scale



Coupled-cluster method (CCSD approximation)

Ansatz:

Correlations	are	exponentiated 1p-1h	and	2p-2h	excitations.	Part	of	np-nh	excitations	
included!

Coupled	cluster	equations

J Scales	gently	(polynomial)	with	increasing	
problem	size	o2u4 .

J Truncation	is	the	only	approximation.

J Size	extensive	(error	scales	with	A)

L Most	efficient	for	closed	(sub-)shell	nuclei

Alternative	view:	CCSD	generates	similarity	
transformed	Hamiltonian	with	no	1p-1h	and	
no	2p-2h	excitations.



Coupled-cluster method

Correlations	are	exponentiated 1p-1h	and	2p-2h	excitations.	Part	of	np-nh excitations	
included!

§ CCSD	captures	most	
of		the	3p3h	and	4p4h	
excitations	(scales	as	
𝑛#:𝑛1;)

§ In	order	to	describe	
𝛼 −cluster	states	
need	to	include	full	
quadruples	(CCSDTQ)	
(scales	𝑛#;𝑛1?)



Coupled-cluster method

Bartlett	&	Musial	Rev.	Mod.	Phys.	(2007)



Coupled-cluster method

G.	Hagen,	et	al,	Phys.	Rev.	C	80,	021306	(2009).	 ∆𝐸@~10	 − 13%



Oxgyen chain with interactions from chiral EFT

Hebeler,	Holt,	Menendez,	Schwenk,	Annu.	Rev.	Nucl.	Part.	Sci.	65,	457	(2015)

N3LO(EM)	+	3NF(Local,	Λ3N =400MeV)	

Measured	
at	RIKEN

Continuum!



Nuclear forces from chiral effective field theory
[Weinberg; van Kolck; Epelbaum et al.; Entem & Machleidt; …]

−
1
4

From	Sofia	Quaglioni and	Kyle	Wendt

Chiral	EFT	offers	consistency	
between	forces	and	currents	



1.8/2.0(EM):	Accurate	BEs	
Soft	interaction:	SRG	NN	
from	Entem &	Machleidt
with	3NF	from	chiral	EFT

K.	Hebeler et	al	PRC (2011).
T.	Morris	et	al,	PRL	(2018).

NNLOsat:	Accurate	radii	and	BEs
§ Simultaneous	optimization	of	

NN	and	3NFs	
§ Include	charge	radii	and	binding	

energies	of	3H,	3,4He,	14C,	16O	in	
the	optimization

§ Harder	interaction:	difficult	to	
converge	beyond	56Ni

A.	Ekström et	al,	Phys.	Rev.	C	91,	051301(R)	 (2015).

A family of interactions from chiral EFT



D. R. ENTEM, R. MACHLEIDT, AND Y. NOSYK PHYSICAL REVIEW C 96, 024004 (2017)
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FIG. 2. Chiral expansion of neutron-proton scattering as represented by the phase shifts in S, P , and D waves and mixing parameters
ϵ1 and ϵ2. Five orders ranging from LO to N4LO are shown as denoted. A cutoff " = 500 MeV is applied in all cases. The filled and open
circles represent the results from the Nijmegen multienergy np phase-shift analysis [80] and the GWU single-energy np analysis SP07 [102],
respectively.

Our fit procedures differ also substantially from the ones
used in the recent chiral NN potential constructions of
Refs. [23,24], where the potentials are fitted to phase shifts.
Already in the early 1990s, the Nijmegen group has pointed
out repeatedly and demonstrated clearly [96] that fitting to
experimental data should be preferred over fitting to phase
shifts, because a seemingly good fit to phase shifts can result
in a bad reproduction of the data. Note that phase shifts are not
experimental data.

C. Results for NN scattering

The χ2/datum for the reproduction of the NN data at various
orders of chiral EFT are shown in Table V for different energy
intervals below 290 MeV laboratory energy (Tlab). The bottom
line of Table V summarizes the essential results. For the close
to 5000 pp plus np data below 290 MeV (pion-production
threshold), the χ2/datum is 51.4 at NLO and 6.3 at NNLO.
Note that the number of NN contact terms is the same for
both orders. The improvement is entirely due to an improved
description of the 2PE contribution, which is responsible for
the crucial intermediate-range attraction of the nuclear force.
At NLO, only the uncorrelated 2PE is taken into account,
which is insufficient. From the classic meson-theory of nuclear
forces [101], it is well known that π -π correlations and nucleon

resonances need to be taken into account for a realistic model
of 2PE that provides a sufficient amount of intermediate
attraction to properly bind nucleons in nuclei. In the chiral
theory, these contributions are encoded in the subleading πN
vertexes with LECs denoted by ci . These enter at NNLO and
are the reason for the substantial improvements we encounter
at that order. This is the best proof that, starting at NNLO, the
chiral approach to nuclear forces is getting the physics right.

To continue on the bottom line of Table V, after NNLO, the
χ2/datum then further improves to 1.63 at N3LO and, finally,
reaches the almost perfect value of 1.15 at N4LO—a fantastic
convergence.

Corresponding np phase shifts are displayed in Fig. 2,
which reflect what the χ2 have already proven, namely, an
excellent convergence when going from NNLO to N3LO and,
finally, to N4LO. However, at LO and NLO there are large
discrepancies between the predictions and the empirical phase
shifts as to be expected from the corresponding χ2 values.
This fact renders applications of the LO and NLO nuclear
force useless for any realistic calculation (but they could be
used to demonstrate truncation errors).

For order N4LO (with " = 500 MeV), we also provide
the numerical values for the phase shifts in the appendix.
Our pp phase shifts are the phase shifts of the nuclear plus
relativistic Coulomb interaction with respect to Coulomb

024004-10
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High-quality two-nucleon potentials up to fifth order of the chiral expansion

D. R. Entem,1,* R. Machleidt,2,† and Y. Nosyk2

1Grupo de Física Nuclear, IUFFyM, Universidad de Salamanca, E-37008 Salamanca, Spain
2Department of Physics, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83844, USA

(Received 20 March 2017; revised manuscript received 30 May 2017; published 10 August 2017)

We present NN potentials through five orders of chiral effective field theory ranging from leading order (LO)
to next-to-next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N4LO). The construction may be perceived as consistent in
the sense that the same power counting scheme as well as the same cutoff procedures are applied in all orders.
Moreover, the long-range parts of these potentials are fixed by the very accurate πN low-energy constants (LECs)
as determined in the Roy-Steiner equations analysis by Hoferichter, Ruiz de Elvira, and coworkers. In fact, the
uncertainties of these LECs are so small that a variation within the errors leads to effects that are essentially
negligible, reducing the error budget of predictions considerably. The NN potentials are fit to the world NN data
below the pion-production threshold of the year 2016. The potential of the highest order (N4LO) reproduces
the world NN data with the outstanding χ 2/datum of 1.15, which is the highest precision ever accomplished
for any chiral NN potential to date. The NN potentials presented may serve as a solid basis for systematic ab
initio calculations of nuclear structure and reactions that allow for a comprehensive error analysis. In particular,
the consistent order by order development of the potentials will make possible a reliable determination of the
truncation error at each order. Our family of potentials is nonlocal and, generally, of soft character. This feature
is reflected in the fact that the predictions for the triton binding energy (from two-body forces only) converges to
about 8.1 MeV at the highest orders. This leaves room for three-nucleon-force contributions of moderate size.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.96.024004

I. INTRODUCTION

The quest for a practically feasible, and yet fundamental,
theory of hadronic interactions at low energy (where QCD is
nonperturbative) has spanned several decades. At the present
time, there exists a general consensus that chiral effective field
theory (chiral EFT) may provide the best answer to the quest.
By its nature, chiral EFT is a model-independent approach with
firm roots in QCD, due to the fact that interactions are subjected
to the constraints of the broken chiral symmetry of low-energy
QCD. Moreover, the approach is systematic in the sense that
the various contributions to a particular dynamical process can
be arranged as an expansion in terms of a suitable parameter.
The latter is chosen to be the ratio of a typical external
momentum (soft scale) to the chiral symmetry-breaking scale
(≈1 GeV, hard scale). Recent comprehensive reviews on the
subject can be found in Refs. [1,2].

In its early stages, chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) was
applied mostly to ππ [3] and πN [4] dynamics, because,
due to the Goldstone-boson nature of the pion, these are the
most natural scenarios for a perturbative expansion to exist.
In the meantime, though, chiral EFT has been applied in nu-
cleonic systems by numerous groups [1,2,5–30]. Derivations
of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction up to fourth order
(next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order, N3LO) can be found
in Refs. [7,9,10,12,13,15], with quantitative NN potentials
making their appearance in the early 2000s [16,17].

Since then, a wealth of applications of N3LO NN potentials
together with chiral three-nucleon forces (3NFs) have been

*entem@usal.es
†machleid@uidaho.edu

reported. These investigations include few-nucleon reactions
[31–34], structure of light- and medium-mass nuclei [35–38],
and infinite matter [39–44]. Although satisfactory predictions
have been obtained in many cases, persistent problems
continue to pose serious challenges, such as the well-known
Ay puzzle of nucleon-deuteron scattering [45]. Naturally, one
would invoke 3NFs as the most likely mechanism to solve this
problem. Unfortunately, the chiral 3NF at NNLO does very
little to improve the situation with nucleon-deuteron scattering
[31,33], while inclusion of the N3LO 3NF produces an effect
in the wrong direction [34]. The next step is then to proceed
systematically in the expansion, namely to look at N4LO (or
fifth order). This order is interesting for diverse reasons. From
studies of some of the 3NF topologies at N4LO [46,47], we
know that a complete set of isospin-spin-momentum 3NF
structures (a total of 20) are present at this order [48] and that
contributions can be of substantial size. Even more promising,
at this order a new set of 3NF contact interactions appears,
which has recently been derived by the Pisa group [49]. Contact
terms are relatively easy to work with and, most importantly,
come with free coefficients and thus provide larger flexibility
and a great likelihood to solve persistent problems such as the
Ay puzzle as well as other issues (like the radius problem [50]
and the overbinding of intermediate-mass nuclei [51]).

A principle of all EFTs is that, for meaningful predictions, it
is necessary to include all contributions that appear at the order
at which the calculation is conducted. Thus, when nuclear
structure problems require for their solution the inclusion of
3NFs at N4LO, then also the two-nucleon force involved in
the calculation has to be of order N4LO. This is one reason
why in Ref. [52] we derived the N4LO two-pion exchange
(2PE) and three-pion exchange (3PE) contributions to the NN
interaction and tested them in peripheral partial waves. In this

2469-9985/2017/96(2)/024004(19) 024004-1 ©2017 American Physical Society



Theory to experiment ratios for beta 
decays in light nuclei from NCSM

N4LO(EM	)	+	3Nlnl SRG-evolved	to	2.0fm-1 (cD=	-1.8)

Entem,	Machleidt &	Nosyk,
PRC	96,	024004	(2017)

In	QMC	calculations	of	beta-decays	2BC	
increase	the	GT	strength	by	2-3%	
S.	Pastoreet	al,	PRC	97,	022501	(2018).	



The role of 2BC in the pf-shell

N4LO(EM	)	+	3Nlnl

From	Jason	Holt	and	Ragnar	Stroberg
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100Sn – a nucleus of superlatives

§ Heaviest	self-conjugate	
doubly	magic	nucleus

§ Largest	known	strength	in	
allowed	nuclear	β-decay	

§ Ideal	nucleus	for	high-
order	CC	approaches

Hinke et	al,	Nature	(2012)

Quantify	the	effect	of	quenching	
from	correlations	and	2BCs



Faestermann,	
Gorska,	
&	Grawe (2013)

t=4



H = e�THNeTDiagonalize via	a	novel	equation-of-motion	technique:

Coupled cluster calculations of beta-decay 
partners

𝑅H = 	I𝑟3
% 𝑝%

L𝑛3 +
1
4I𝑟3M

%N 𝑝%
L𝑁N

L𝑁M𝑛3 +
1
36I𝑟3MQ

%N4 𝑝%
L𝑁N

L𝑁4
L𝑁Q𝑁M𝑛3

Introduce	an	energy	cut	on	allowed	three-
particle	three-hole	excitations:	

Ẽpqr = ẽp + ẽq + ẽr  Ẽ
3max

ẽp = |Np �NF |

measures	the	difference	of	number	of	
harmonic	oscillator	shells	wrt the	Fermi	
surface.



Charge exchange EOM-CCSDT-1

§ Bloch-Horowitz	is	exact;	iterative	solution	poss.	

§ Q-space	is	restricted	to:	
§ No	large	memory	required	for	lanczos vectors
§ Can	only	solve	for	one	state	at	a	time	
§ Reduces	matrix	dimension	from	~109 to	~106

W.	C.	Haxton and	C.-L.	Song	Phys.	Rev.	Lett. 84 (2000);	W.	C.	Haxton Phys.	Rev.	C 77,	034005	(2008)	
C.	E.	Smith,	J.	Chem.	Phys.	122,	054110	 (2005)

P-space

Q-space
𝐻STTUV"WX =

𝑆 𝐻S 𝑆 𝐷 𝐻S 𝑆 𝑇 𝑉 𝑆
𝑆 𝐻S 𝐷 𝐷 𝐻S 𝐷 𝑇 𝑉 𝐷
𝑆 𝑉 𝑇 𝐷 𝑉 𝑇 𝑇 𝐹 𝑇

Ẽpqr = ẽp + ẽq + ẽr  Ẽ
3max



Spectrum of daughter nucleus 100In

Charge-exchange	EOM-CC	with	perturbative corrections	accounting	for	excluded	3p3h	states:

Hinke et	al,	Nature	(2012)

1.8/2.0	(EM)

Ẽpqr = ẽp + ẽq + ẽr  Ẽ
3max

Q-space:
Everything	outside	Q	we	label	Q’
Use	perturbative approach	to	calculate	contribution	from	Q’:



Convergence of excited states in 100In

Ẽ3max

E
1+

(M
eV

) 1.8/2.0	(EM)
Nmax =	10



Normal ordered one- and two-body current

Gamow-Teller	matrix	element:

Normal	ordered	operator:

ÔGT = O0
N +O1

N +O2
NÔGT = O0

N +O1
N +O2

N

Benchmark	between	NCSM	and	CC	using	NN-N4LO	3Nlnl in	8He:



Normal ordered one- and two-body current

Gamow-Teller	matrix	element:

Normal	ordered	operator:

ÔGT = O0
N +O1

N +O2
NÔGT = O0

N +O1
N +O2

N

Benchmark	between	NCSM	and	CC	using	NN-N4LO	3Nlnl and	NNLOsat :

0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10
ratio to experiment

14O0 !14 N1

10C0 !10 B1

7Be 3
2

!7 Li 3
2

7Be 3
2

!7 Li 1
2

6He0 !6 Li1

3H 1
2

!3 He 1
2

GT only

GT + 2BC



|MGT|2

Super allowed Gamow-Teller decay of 100Sn

GT:	7-11
MEC+GT:	5-7	



Role of 2BC and correlations in 100Sn

Upper	path:	ESPM	->	Correlations	->	2BC
Lower	path:	ESPM	->	2BC	->	Correlations

§ Subtle	interplay	
between	
correlations	and	
2BCs

§ Role	of	correlations	
(2BC)	increase	
(decrease)	for	larger	
cutoffs	

§ Only	sum	of	
correlations	and	
2BC	is	observable



Conclusions part 1
It	is	the	combination	of	
a	proper	treatment	of	
strong	nuclear	
correlations	and	two-
body	currents	that	to	a	
large	extent	solves	the	
beta	decay	quenching	
problem
For	more	details:	
P.	Gysbers,	G.	Hagen,	et	al,	Nature	
Physics,	
https://www.nature.com/articles/s4156
7-019-0450-7



Neutrinoless ββ-decay of 48Ca

Nuclear	matrix	element	for	neutrinoless
double	beta	decay	in	48Ca	using	different	
methods.	From	Y.	Iwata	et	al,	PRL	(2016).

• The	NME	for	0νββ
differ	by	a	factor	two	to	
six	depending	on	the	
method

• Need	to	determine	the	
NME	more	precisely	
with	quantified	
uncertainties

• What	does	ab-initio	
calculations	add	to	this	
picture?	

0νββ



The new leading-order contact



Neutrinoless ββ-decay of 48Ca

Closure	approximation	with	
Gamow-Teller,	Fermi	and	Tensor	
contributions:	

|h48Ti|O|48Cai|2 = h48Ti|O|48Caih48Ca|O†|48Tii

= h�0|L0ON |�0ih�0|(1 + ⇤)O†
NR0|�0i

Rµ =
1

4

X

ijab

rabij p
†
ap

†
bninj +

1

36

X

ijkabc

rabcijkp
†
ap

†
bN

†
cNkninj

Lµ =
1

4

X

ijab

lijabpbpan
†
in

†
j +

1

36

X

ijkabc

lijjabcpapbNcN
†
kn

†
in

†
j

Compute	 48Ti	using	a	double	charge	exchange	equation	of	motion	
method: HNRµ|�0i = EµRµ|�0i

M0⌫
GT +

✓
gV
gA

◆2

M0⌫
F +M0⌫

TM0⌫
GT +

✓
gV
gA

◆2

M0⌫
F +M0⌫

T



ββ-decay of 48Ca

M2⌫ =
X

µ

h0+f |OGT|1+µ ih1+µ |OGT|0+i i
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Lanczos continued fraction method

M2⌫ =
X

µ

h0+f |OGT|1+µ ih1+µ |OGT|0+i i
Eµ � Ei +Q��/2

= h�0|L0OGT
1

H � Ei +Q��/2
OGT|�0i

• Lanczos continued	fraction	method,	see	e.g.	Engel,	Haxton,	Vogel	
PRC	(1992),	Haxton,	Nollett,	Zurek PRC	(2005),	Miorelli et	al	PRC	
(2016).

• Matrix	element	is	converged	to	machine	precision	after	~10-20	
iterations.	

• Need	more	than	50	1+ states	converged	in	48Sc	(300-400	Lanczos
iterations)	if	we	sum	explicitly	over	intermediate	states	

|⌫0i = OGT|�0i

= h⌫̃0|⌫0i
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h⌫̃0| = h�0|L0OGTDefine	left/right	Lanczos pivots:	
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Benchmarking CC with FCI in 48Ti



Benchmarking CC with FCI in 48Ca



Benchmark between CC and NCSM
in light nuclei



Benchmark between CC and NCSM
in light nuclei



Benchmark between CC and NCSM
in light nuclei



Benchmark between CC and NCSM
in light nuclei



Spectra of 48Ti from EOM-CC



Neutrinoless double beta-decay of 48Ca

Y.	Iwata	et	al,	PRL	(2016).



Double beta-decay of 48Ca: 
Benchmark EOM-CC with FCI



The	role	of	3p3h	excitations	in	the	ground-state	of	48Ti

Double beta-decay of 48Ca



The	role	of	3p3h	excitations	in	the	intermediate	1+ states	of	48Sc

Double beta-decay of 48Ca



Conclusions part 2
§ Double-charge	exchange	EOM-CC	allows	for	a	

systematically	improvable	description	of	
double-beta	decay:
- 0vbb	compatible	with	large-scale	shell-model
- 2vbb	is	in	fair	agreement	with	experiment	(2BC	

missing)
§ EOM-CC	is	in	good	agreement	with	exact	

calculations	for	states	that	are	not	well	
deformed	

§ In	order	to	properly	describe	deformed	final	
states	we	are	working	on	a	deformed	m-
scheme	implementation	of	EOM-CC
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